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Military Trivia Set 1 Crossword Puzzle

Across
2) Marines call their supervisors during training Instructors and the Army calls them
them Sergeants. The following term is the first part of their title.
3) The initial training in the Army, which the Marines call Boot Camp
6) Your supervisor can promote one person to this rank during initial training.
8) After being trained to march correctly, the Army then adds an M16 (now called an M4)
to this marching and calls it Manual of Arms. The Manual of Arms serves this purpose
for later qualification with the M16.
9) There are 3 things that must be completed before you can complete initial training.
These include going through the gas chamber, qualifying with your M16 (now M4), and
throwing a grenade. Throwing a grenade is significant because the grenade is this.
Down
1) The common penalty for minor infractions.
2) The Army uses words to stand for letters with each one starting with the letter they
signify. These words determined by finding words that sound like this.
4) The primary command in the Army is called a unit. A unit usually refers to this
organizational level.
5) Everybody must go through the gas chamber. But there are several people that
escape that by doing this. You cannot choose when you do this, but everybody does this
on rotation, during initial training.
7) The M16 (now an M4) is not called a gun, it is called a weapon or this.

Military Trivia Set 2 Crossword Puzzle

Across
2) The army is big on physical fitness. You have to take this fitness test to pass initial
training.
3) The Marines test fitness with pull-ups, sit-ups, and a run. The Army does the same
except for pull-ups. The Army tests with this exercise instead.
5) The gas chamber training is reoccurring. Regular (Non-Reserve) Army must complete
this training this often.
6) This training segment is at the end of your initial training where you go on a several
mile march, camp, dig a fox hole, get gassed again, and practice running in formation
with M16s.
7) You get this many hours of sleep during initial training.
Down
1) When you are in front of an officer you stand at attention. When you are in front of an
NCO (Sergeant, or Petty Officer) you stand like this.
3) The primary unit during training is called this.
4) Members of each branch of the US Armed Forces are known by different names. The
Navy are called sailers, the Marine Corps are called Marines, and the Air Force are
called airmen. The Army calls its member this.
6) At night, you do a watch (guarding duty) on rotation. This is what you are officially
watching for.
8) In the Army you train on how to put on your plastic chemical suits as fast as possible,
how to administer an injection that counters nerve agents, how to decontaminate skin or
eyes directly exposed to poisonous gas, shoot with your M16 while wearing the same
chemical suit, as well as go through the gas chamber. This kind of training goes by this
three letter abbreviation.

Schizophrenia Trivia Crossword Puzzle

Across
4) Paranoia is a kind of extreme fear commonly referred to as this.
5) Schizophrenia and Bipolar Disorder share this common major symptom that many
are unaware of.
6) Schizoaffective Disorder combines many features of Schizophrenia as well as Bipolar
disorder, but is less severe than full blown Schizophrenia. There are 2 types: depressive
and this.
8) Some of the most disabling symptoms of Schizophrenia are the social ones likes
paranoia, inappropriate facial expressions, inability to understand abstract thought, and
loss of motivation which are caused by the most vital part of the brain that helps people
relate in society being severely damaged by Schizophrenia. This often causes this
feeling similar to loneliness.
10) Many of the most common paranoia and delusions in people with Schizophrenia
involve this common topic.
Down
1) The basic way in which an anti-psychotic works is similar to its origins in the class of
drugs known as a tranquilizer or this similar term.
2) Stereotypical type of Schizophrenia I have which is the only type with all the well
known psychotic symptoms.
3) The primary treatment for Schizophrenia is this.
7) One of the major symptoms of my kind of Schizophrenia is officially called auditory
hallucinations. In casual usage this term is called hearing this.
9) People with Schizophrenia often have a problem with obsessive compulsive disorder
which has made me change the way I look at the relationship between mental illnesses.
I now think Schizophrenia is an extreme form of this minor mental disorder that is similar
to OCD.

European Philosophy Trivia Crossword Puzzle

Across
4) Meister Eckhart held the same position a hundred years later as this Christian
philosopher who founded the Medieval philosophical school Scholasticism.
7) George Berkeley was a Christian philosopher of the well-known British Empiricist
school of philosophy which formed half or this major European philosophical movement
of the 17-19th century.
8) John Locke was inspired by this famous book to write the Letter Concerning
Toleration that advocated giving up trying to force people to believe in a particular
doctrine.
9) Montaigne wrote in an Apology for Raymond Sebond about how humans were little
better than animals to push this Christian virtue.
10) This single issue was the most important one to both Kierkegaard and Nietzsche.
Down
1) Erasmus wrote in Praise of Folly to warn against this vice.
2) Max Weber and Ayn Rand both wrote famous books on this same topic, even though
one was approaching the problem from a Christian and the other from an Atheistic point
of view.
3) Kierkegaard's philosophy was filled with this philosophical idea likely because of his
heavy influence by the Bible and Hegel, which is often misunderstood as a synonym for
contradiction.
5) Freud, Marx, and Nietzsche all share this belief in common.
6) This was one of the few things 3 of the earliest Existentialists, Kierkegaard, Tolstoy,
and Dostoevsky had in common.

World Religions Trivia Crossword Puzzle

Across
4) Modern country that Islam started in.
5) The literal meaning of the word Tao in Taoism.
8) A sufi is a mystic practitioner of this religion.
10) Modern country that is the birthplace of Hinduism, Buddhism, Jainism, and the Sikh
faith.
Down
1) The 8 spoke wheel of the law is a symbol for this belief system.
2) Name for Indian religious system, meaning truth and justice.
3) Kabir provides the philosophical concepts and spiritual inspiration for this belief
system.
6) Country Rastafari ruled, whose name a religion indigenous to Jamaica was named
after.
7) Common exercise is derived from one form of these numerous Hindu paths to
enlightenment
9) Japanese name for popular belief system formed in China by mixing Taoism with
Buddhism.

Syriac Christian Trivia Crossword Puzzle

Across
3) Syriac Christian scholars were the first to translate this Greek philosopher's writings
into the contemporary languages of the Medieval period
5) Name of major branch of Syriac language church native to Syria and Lebanon
6) Middle Eastern language that was related to Hebrew and Arabic and spoken by
mainly Christian scholars in the Middle East during the European Medieval period?
8) Zoroastrianism was the indigenous religion of what current country?
9) The Asian name for the period Europeans often refer to as the Medieval era.
10) The ethnic/linguistic group that ruled the Middle East from the Crusades up until the
end of World War I
Down
1) The name of the Central Asian people who formed a great empire stretching across
most of Asia during the end of the European Medieval period
2) Name of major branch of Syriac language church native to Iraq and Iran
4) Two modern countries in the Middle East where Christians still make up about 10% of
the total population
7) One branch of the Syriac church speaks a language called Malayalam. What present
country is this language native to?

Technology Trivia Set 1 Crossword Puzzle

Across
2) This famous graphic design software creating company is well known for Flash and
PDF.
4) Open source software depends upon one kind of intellectual property and this other
kind effectively makes its freed use void.
6) The name of the operating system that comes with a Mac computer.
7) Apple and Mac are two different entities. Mac is a product and Apple is this.
8) Most people have heard of the iPhone and the iPad but this well selling product Apple
makes is like an iPhone without the phone or a small iPad.
9) These features available for web designers to use are now getting a major upgrade.
They are now able to use custom fonts, vector graphics, and audio and video in web
pages without Flash.
Down
1) Mozilla is a non-profit organization but requires a huge amount of money to develop
the free web browser Firefox. This company provides Mozilla with money as long as
they set this company's service to be the default in Firefox.
2) This company that began selling books online before the dot com bust now is a rival
of Apple as it makes its own hardware, sells almost anything to consumers, and even
offers its own web hosting services using its infrastructure.
3) Open source is a great feature for software which allows it to outlast its company but
this is a related but more important feature that allows documents to be able to be
accessed after the software used to design them is long gone.
5) There are two types of intellectual property: copyrights and patents. The creative
commons license allows a person to allow limited uses of their work without having to
pay royalties. Creative commons license deal with this type of intellectual property.

Technology Trivia Set 2 Crossword Puzzle

Across
2) Apple's operating systems and Linux have little in common. This underlying
foundation for both is an industry standard for security, stability, and reliability.
5) For many years businesses were the most rapidly growing market for PCs and most
PC companies only know how to sell to them. Now this market segment is the most
rapidly growing market and it is key to Apple's success.
6) It is well known that consumers love to pirate media like songs and movies. The only
thing slowing it down is the speed of the internet service. There is a technology used to
restrict what you can do with the format, which pirates quickly find a way around (as
anything that can be seen electronically can be copied freely). Most consumers that are
aware of this technology are against it as it interferes with being able to transfer media
between devices. This technology is commonly referred to by this 3 letter abbreviation.
9) Linux and Apple's OSes are both strong in different uses. Apple's OSes are dominant
in mobile devices. Linux OSes are dominant in this device family.
10) The iPad was revolutionary for many things but the most liked feature was the cost.
Apple sold it for half what industry experts imagined. This is the first Apple product to
break this psychological price point. This is the price (in hundreds) for an entry level
iPad.
Down
1) HTML and LaTeX are markup languages, not programing languages. They help with
formatting by giving the content this property.
3) There are many things that Apple offers that most people never heard about. One
such service allows professors to share lectures with anyone via the Internet. You can
access this via this well known software for Macs, PCs, and Apple mobile devices.
4) A business model is how a company makes money. Not having one before starting a
business is the cause of many bankruptcies. Google makes money by selling personal
information of its users to advertisers and whoever else wants to buy this information,
while Microsoft makes money selling software to big companies and companies that sell
PCs. This is Apple's business model.
7) There is another format war going on over web audio and video. Google, Mozilla, and
Opera support one format and the rest of the industry, including Apple and Microsoft,
support the other. This second format is used on both iTunes and on Blue-ray. This is
the name of this industry standard file format.

8) Most people think that making an app on Apple's app store is the best way to
distribute content, but this other older and less trendy way was better designed for this
use.

My Books Trivia Crossword Puzzle

Across
3) All my topical books start with this word.
5) The first Free Thinking Christian Collection
6) These two book collections consist of a Theoretical and a Practical title.
8) This book contains my bibliography and disaster survival advice.
9) One of my books contains the word frustrations. This is the other word.
10) This book collection contains Positive News and Encouraging Words.
Down
1) The title of my collection of Bible quotes
2) People should read this collection first.
4) I authored this miniature book containing samples of my philosophy work.
7) My topical collections contain these two main topics: ideology and this.

Warning: Complete Answers Below

Military Trivia Set 1
Across
2) Marines call their supervisors during training Instructors and the Army calls them
them Sergeants. The following term is the first part of their title. (DRILL)
3) The initial training in the Army, which the Marines call Boot Camp (BASIC)
6) Your supervisor can promote one person to this rank during initial training.
(PRIVATE2)
8) After being trained to march correctly, the Army then adds an M16 (now called an M4)
to this marching and calls it Manual of Arms. The Manual of Arms serves this purpose
for later qualification with the M16. (SAFETY)
9) There are 3 things that must be completed before you can complete initial training.
These include going through the gas chamber, qualifying with your M16 (now M4), and
throwing a grenade. Throwing a grenade is significant because the grenade is this.
(LIVE)
Down
1) The common penalty for minor infractions. (PUSHUPS)
2) The Army uses words to stand for letters with each one starting with the letter they
signify. These words determined by finding words that sound like this. (DIFFERENT)
4) The primary command in the Army is called a unit. A unit usually refers to this
organizational level. (COMPANY)
5) Everybody must go through the gas chamber. But there are several people that
escape that by doing this. You cannot choose when you do this, but everybody does this
on rotation, during initial training. (KP)
7) The M16 (now an M4) is not called a gun, it is called a weapon or this. (RIFLE)
Military Trivia Set 2
Across
2) The army is big on physical fitness. You have to take this fitness test to pass initial
training. (PT)
3) The Marines test fitness with pull-ups, sit-ups, and a run. The Army does the same
except for pull-ups. The Army tests with this exercise instead. (PUSHUPS)
5) The gas chamber training is reoccurring. Regular (Non-Reserve) Army must complete
this training this often. (YEARLY)
6) This training segment is at the end of your initial training where you go on a several
mile march, camp, dig a fox hole, get gassed again, and practice running in formation
with M16s. (FTX)
7) You get this many hours of sleep during initial training. (SEVEN)
Down

1) When you are in front of an officer you stand at attention. When you are in front of an
NCO (Sergeant, or Petty Officer) you stand like this. (ATEASE)
3) The primary unit during training is called this. (PLATOON)
4) Members of each branch of the US Armed Forces are known by different names. The
Navy are called sailers, the Marine Corps are called Marines, and the Air Force are
called airmen. The Army calls its member this. (SOLDIERS)
6) At night, you do a watch (guarding duty) on rotation. This is what you are officially
watching for. (FIRE)
8) In the Army you train on how to put on your plastic chemical suits as fast as possible,
how to administer an injection that counters nerve agents, how to decontaminate skin or
eyes directly exposed to poisonous gas, shoot with your M16 while wearing the same
chemical suit, as well as go through the gas chamber. This kind of training goes by this
three letter abbreviation. (NBC)
Schizophrenia Trivia
Across
4) Paranoia is a kind of extreme fear commonly referred to as this. (TERROR)
5) Schizophrenia and Bipolar Disorder share this common major symptom that many
are unaware of. (DEPRESSION)
6) Schizoaffective Disorder combines many features of Schizophrenia as well as Bipolar
disorder, but is less severe than full blown Schizophrenia. There are 2 types: depressive
and this. (MANIC)
8) Some of the most disabling symptoms of Schizophrenia are the social ones likes
paranoia, inappropriate facial expressions, inability to understand abstract thought, and
loss of motivation which are caused by the most vital part of the brain that helps people
relate in society being severely damaged by Schizophrenia. This often causes this
feeling similar to loneliness. (ISOLATION)
10) Many of the most common paranoia and delusions in people with Schizophrenia
involve this common topic. (RELIGION)
Down
1) The basic way in which an anti-psychotic works is similar to its origins in the class of
drugs known as a tranquilizer or this similar term. (SEDATIVE)
2) Stereotypical type of Schizophrenia I have which is the only type with all the well
known psychotic symptoms. (PARANOID)
3) The primary treatment for Schizophrenia is this. (MEDICINE)
7) One of the major symptoms of my kind of Schizophrenia is officially called auditory
hallucinations. In casual usage this term is called hearing this. (VOICES)
9) People with Schizophrenia often have a problem with obsessive compulsive disorder
which has made me change the way I look at the relationship between mental illnesses.

I now think Schizophrenia is an extreme form of this minor mental disorder that is similar
to OCD. (ANXIETY)
European Philosophy Trivia
Across
4) Meister Eckhart held the same position a hundred years later as this Christian
philosopher who founded the Medieval philosophical school Scholasticism.
(THOMASAQUINAS)
7) George Berkeley was a Christian philosopher of the well-known British Empiricist
school of philosophy which formed half or this major European philosophical movement
of the 17-19th century. (ENLIGHTENMENT)
8) John Locke was inspired by this famous book to write the Letter Concerning
Toleration that advocated giving up trying to force people to believe in a particular
doctrine. (BIBLE)
9) Montaigne wrote in an Apology for Raymond Sebond about how humans were little
better than animals to push this Christian virtue. (HUMILITY)
10) This single issue was the most important one to both Kierkegaard and Nietzsche.
(RELIGION)
Down
1) Erasmus wrote in Praise of Folly to warn against this vice. (ARROGANCE)
2) Max Weber and Ayn Rand both wrote famous books on this same topic, even though
one was approaching the problem from a Christian and the other from an Atheistic point
of view. (CAPITALISM)
3) Kierkegaard's philosophy was filled with this philosophical idea likely because of his
heavy influence by the Bible and Hegel, which is often misunderstood as a synonym for
contradiction. (PARADOX)
5) Freud, Marx, and Nietzsche all share this belief in common. (ATHEISM)
6) This was one of the few things 3 of the earliest Existentialists, Kierkegaard, Tolstoy,
and Dostoevsky had in common. (CHRISTIANS)
World Religion Trivia
Across
4) Modern country that Islam started in. (SAUDIARABIA)
5) The literal meaning of the word Tao in Taoism. (THEWAY)
8) A sufi is a mystic practitioner of this religion. (ISLAM)
10) Modern country that is the birthplace of Hinduism, Buddhism, Jainism, and the Sikh
faith. (INDIA)

Down
1) The 8 spoke wheel of the law is a symbol for this belief system. (BUDDHISM)
2) Name for Indian religious system, meaning truth and justice. (DHARMA)
3) Kabir provides the philosophical concepts and spiritual inspiration for this belief
system. (SIKH)
6) Country Rastafari ruled, whose name a religion indigenous to Jamaica was named
after. (ETHIOPIA)
7) Common exercise is derived from one form of these numerous Hindu paths to
enlightenment (YOGA)
9) Japanese name for popular belief system formed in China by mixing Taoism with
Buddhism. (ZEN)
Syriac Christian Trivia
Across
3) Syriac Christian scholars were the first to translate this Greek philosopher's writings
into the contemporary languages of the Medieval period (ARISTOTLE)
5) Name of major branch of Syriac language church native to Syria and Lebanon
(WESTSYRIAN)
6) Middle Eastern language that was related to Hebrew and Arabic and spoken by
mainly Christian scholars in the Middle East during the European Medieval period?
(SYRIAC)
8) Zoroastrianism was the indigenous religion of what current country? (IRAN)
9) The Asian name for the period Europeans often refer to as the Medieval era.
(GOLDENAGE)
10) The ethnic/linguistic group that ruled the Middle East from the Crusades up until the
end of World War I (TURKS)
Down
1) The name of the Central Asian people who formed a great empire stretching across
most of Asia during the end of the European Medieval period (MONGOLS)
2) Name of major branch of Syriac language church native to Iraq and Iran
(EASTSYRIAN)
4) Two modern countries in the Middle East where Christians still make up about 10% of
the total population (SYRIAANDEGYPT)
7) One branch of the Syriac church speaks a language called Malayalam. What present
country is this language native to? (INDIA)
Technology Trivia Set 1
Across

2) This famous graphic design software creating company is well known for Flash and
PDF. (ADOBE)
4) Open source software depends upon one kind of intellectual property and this other
kind effectively makes its freed use void. (PATENTS)
6) The name of the operating system that comes with a Mac computer. (OSX)
7) Apple and Mac are two different entities. Mac is a product and Apple is this.
(COMPANY)
8) Most people have heard of the iPhone and the iPad but this well selling product Apple
makes is like an iPhone without the phone or a small iPad. (IPODTOUCH)
9) These features available for web designers to use are now getting a major upgrade.
They are now able to use custom fonts, vector graphics, and audio and video in web
pages without Flash. (HTML5)
Down
1) Mozilla is a non-profit organization but requires a huge amount of money to develop
the free web browser Firefox. This company provides Mozilla with money as long as
they set this company's service to be the default in Firefox. (GOOGLE)
2) This company that began selling books online before the dot com bust now is a rival
of Apple as it makes its own hardware, sells almost anything to consumers, and even
offers its own web hosting services using its infrastructure. (AMAZON.COM)
3) Open source is a great feature for software which allows it to outlast its company but
this is a related but more important feature that allows documents to be able to be
accessed after the software used to design them is long gone. (OPENFORMAT)
5) There are two types of intellectual property: copyrights and patents. The creative
commons license allows a person to allow limited uses of their work without having to
pay royalties. Creative commons license deal with this type of intellectual property.
(COPYRIGHT)
Technology Trivia Set 2
Across
2) Apple's operating systems and Linux have little in common. This underlying
foundation for both is an industry standard for security, stability, and reliability. (UNIX)
5) For many years businesses were the most rapidly growing market for PCs and most
PC companies only know how to sell to them. Now this market segment is the most
rapidly growing market and it is key to Apple's success. (CONSUMER)
6) It is well known that consumers love to pirate media like songs and movies. The only
thing slowing it down is the speed of the internet service. There is a technology used to
restrict what you can do with the format, which pirates quickly find a way around (as
anything that can be seen electronically can be copied freely). Most consumers that are
aware of this technology are against it as it interferes with being able to transfer media
between devices. This technology is commonly referred to by this 3 letter abbreviation.
(DRM)

9) Linux and Apple's OSes are both strong in different uses. Apple's OSes are dominant
in mobile devices. Linux OSes are dominant in this device family. (SERVERS)
10) The iPad was revolutionary for many things but the most liked feature was the cost.
Apple sold it for half what industry experts imagined. This is the first Apple product to
break this psychological price point. This is the price (in hundreds) for an entry level
iPad. (FIVE)
Down
1) HTML and LaTeX are markup languages, not programing languages. They help with
formatting by giving the content this property. (STRUCTURE)
3) There are many things that Apple offers that most people never heard about. One
such service allows professors to share lectures with anyone via the Internet. You can
access this via this well known software for Macs, PCs, and Apple mobile devices.
(ITUNES)
4) A business model is how a company makes money. Not having one before starting a
business is the cause of many bankruptcies. Google makes money by selling personal
information of its users to advertisers and whoever else wants to buy this information,
while Microsoft makes money selling software to big companies and companies that sell
PCs. This is Apple's business model. (HARDWARE)
7) There is another format war going on over web audio and video. Google, Mozilla, and
Opera support one format and the rest of the industry, including Apple and Microsoft,
support the other. This second format is used on both iTunes and on Blue-ray. This is
the name of this industry standard file format. (MP4)
8) Most people think that making an app on Apple's app store is the best way to
distribute content, but this other older and less trendy way was better designed for this
use. (WEB)
My Books Trivia
Across
3) All my topical books start with this word. (COMPLETE)
5) The first Free Thinking Christian Collection (HUMANITIES)
6) These two book collections consist of a Theoretical and a Practical title.
(TECHNICAL)
8) This book contains my bibliography and disaster survival advice. (BOOKOFLISTS)
9) One of my books contains the word frustrations. This is the other word. (INSIGHTS)
10) This book collection contains Positive News and Encouraging Words. (SELFHELP)
Down
1) The title of my collection of Bible quotes (REDLETTER)
2) People should read this collection first. (INTRODUCTIONS)
4) I authored this miniature book containing samples of my philosophy work.
(LITTLEBOOK)

7) My topical collections contain these two main topics: ideology and this.
(PSYCHOLOGY)

